
RESOLUTION NO.-, Series of 2014
A RESOLUTION AMENDING ARTICLES 2 AND 3 OF THE RULES GOVERNING THE AUTOMATIC COST ADJUSTMENT
AND TRUE-UP MECHANISMS AND CORRESPONDING CONFIRMATION PROCESS FOR DISTRIBUTION UTILITIES

MATRIX OF COMMENTS .' .r',

Pagel
Article &
Section
Number

General

Interested
Party

Mr. Uriel G. Borja

Subject Matter
Discussion 0/ Comment/s and/or

Questions for Clarification

Immediately I raise the issue of TRANSPARENCY.
Is ERe realy serious about asking Consumers to
make all these series of comments on so many

issues brought to the attention of consumers all

at the same time. We are still in the middle of

the PBR and PSA marathon hearings allegedly
to simplify the system of how consumers are

actually led like meek lambs to the
slaughterhouse of high unaffordable electricity

rates. For example we know now why our

electricity rates started to skyrocket.
Immediately before we shifted to the DU
dictated PBRsystem EReallowed DU's to double
their RAB. In the caseof Meraleo from PhP48.80
Billion in June 30, 2006 to PhP96.60 Billion in
July 1, 2006. Without investing a single centavo

ERC allowed Meralco to increase its regulated

asset base by PhPS8Billion.

May I ask whose idea was this instant

Amendments of Article 2 and 3 of the
Rules covering the Automatic Cost Adjustment

and True - Up Mechanisms and Corresponding

Confirmation process For Distribution Utilities.

While the motive is to protect both the DU and

the Consumers, this Amendment is 100% a DU

Suggestions IProposed Changels)
to the Draft Revisions
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Manila Electric
Company
(MERALCO)

Subject Matter
Discussion of Comment/s and/or

Questions for Clarification

inspired Pro - DU move.

As a consumer I would like first to find why ERe
is amending above mentioned Articles 2 & 3 and
why it will be advantageous to consumer

interest.

Suggestions I Proposed Chongels)
to the Draft Revisions

We support the Commission's objective to minimize
the accumulation of the DU over/under-recoveries

(O/UR) by proposing to include the previous month's
O/UR in the monthly pass through rate
calculations. However, this may delay the

processing and dissemination of bills and collection
of amounts due, which would only add to the
accumulation of the DU's O/UR, with the required

prior ERe approval for all pass-through charge

calculations, including the DU-determlned estimated
O/UR, and the possible referral to an ERe accredited
External Regulatory Auditor (ERA). Hence, this may
hinder the purpose it wishes to achieve. It is, thus,
our proposal that the required submission should
only be limited to months when there are significant
rate spikes. Otherwise, the automatic nature of pass
through charges, as affirmed by the amendment of
Section 40, Rule 3 of the EPIRA IRR, should be
allowed to continue.
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section Party

Subject Matter Questions for Clarification to the Draft Revisions
Number

General Davao Ught and We suggest giving DUs orientation on how to cause
Power Company. the adjustments on DUs monthly rate calculation.
Inc. (OLPC)

Albay Power and "WHEREAS the ERC deems it l. We seek to be clarified on whether the Rates and adjustment formulas for supply under
Energy Corporation
(APEC)

necessary also to require the "appropriate action" on the part of the ERe bilateral contracts are already subject to pre-
submission to it of the calculation of entails ERe approval of the pass-through approval by the ERe, and are therefore verifiable on
the OU's pass-through charges rate before the DU can issue the power bills the basis of the submissions under the Uniform
governed by the Consolidated Cost to its various customer classes.
Adjustment Rules prior to the issuance Reportorial Requirements (URR).

of the OU's monthly electricity bills to
There are 119 rural electric cooperatives, and

their customers to enable the ERC to our concern is whether the ERC can The DU's WESM purchases may give rise to drastic

take appropriate actions as may be appropriately review the submissions even fluctuations in its rates. However, instead of

warranted by the circumstances." with the referral to the accredited external examining the WESM purchase of electric

auditors, in time for the issuanceof the DU's cooperatives and privately owned DUs, it may be

bill for its customers. The rationale behind less burdensome administratively if the ERCfocuses

the three-year true-up period per DU on monitoring the prices in the WESM, such that the

grouping was to allow sufficient time for the ERCmay timely intervene when WESM prices are no

ERCto review the pass-through charges. longer rational.

Article 2 APEC Power bills from suppliers, particularly the Final
WESM bill. are received by the OU from the 2""
to the 3rd week of the month. Various WESM
adjustments (MRU/PSM) are received on the 3'"
week of the foliowing month.

Under the foregoing schedule, the OUs may not
be able to compute the rates as required by the
proposed amendments.
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Article 2

Article 2
Section 1

Interested
Party

APEC

Camarines Sur II
Electric
Cooperative, Inc.
(CASURECO II)

Subject Motter

Generation Rate: Generation Costs

GCi to n = The Generation Costs in
Pesos from source of power I through
source of power n for the previous
month coming from Transition Supply
Contracts (excluding mandated rate
reduction and penalties), Power Supply
Agreements, WESM purchases and
distribution utility owned generation
facility, as incorporated in the approved
unbundled rates or as subsequently
authorized by the Commission less the
following:

XxxGCi to n = The Generation Costs in
Pesos from source of power I through
source of power n for the previous
month coming from Transition Supply
Contracts (excluding mandated rate
reduction and penalties), Power Supply
Agreements, WESM purchases and
distribution utility owned generation
facility, as incorporated in the approved
unbundled rates or as subsequently
authorized by the Commission less the
following:
Xxx

Discussion 0/ Comment/s and/or
Questions for Clarification

If there is a discrepancy in the computation of
the rates, will the adjustment be included in the
next month's computation?

The cooperative would like to inquire on the
treatment of WESM sales due to imbalances
(BCQ > MQ) in the pass on generation costs as
clearly the formula has only included WESM
PURCHASES and has not included SALES to the
spot market.

In section 10.3 of Resolution No. 16 Series of
2012 (Transitory Rules for the Implementation of
Open Access and Retail Competition), the
treatment of WESM sales is discussed but tt was
not thoroughly expanded to include the rate
application of the same. The said section
maintains that the DU may be only allowed to
keep 50% of the net gains generated from the
sales but does not discuss the remaining 50%.

The GC and OGA formula clearly has not included
in its formula the treatment of WESMSales.

Suggestions IProposed Chongels}
to the Draft Revisions
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Article 2 CASURECO II Generation Rate: Power Pilferage CASURECO II notes that Distribution Utilities
Section 1 Recoveries which are over the cap are required to reimburse

consumers of all pilferage recoveries. This is
besides the fact that over the cap DUs are
subsidizing systems losses which are over 13%.
Casureco II is proposing that DUs over the cap be
not required to deduct the pilferage costs
recoveries from the GR until said DU goes below
or at cap.

Article 2 CASURECO II Generation Rate: kWh Purchased CASURECO II is inquiring if the basis of the said
Section 1 data is the WESM meter data or the NGCP meter

TPGgr = Total kWh Purchased and as these has some discrepancy due to Site
Generated for the previous month net Specific Loss Adjustment (SSLA),
of kWh sold to customers under TOU
and kWh distributed to special CASURECO II would also like to inquire on the
programs and Sale for Resale definition of this and the same may be better
Agreements, if the customers being defined to include provisions in the Rules for
supplied are not connected with the Net-Metering and treatment of Meter Data of
main distribution grid and the cost is Contestable Customers,
different from those for other regular
customers,

Article 2 CASURECO II Generation Rate: Prompt Payment CASURECO II would also like to inquire on the
Section 1 Discounts treatment of Discounts other than Prompt

Payment such as Performance and Loyalty

PPD i to n =Prompt Payments Discounts Discounts as the formula only accounts for
availed by the DU from source I through Prompt Payment.
source of power n for the previous
month, net of the Prompt Payment
Discounts passed on to the end
customers, where discount passed on
to customers cannot be higher than the
discount availed from the power
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Section 2

Interested
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CASURECOII

Subject Matter

supplierls relative to the previous
month's generation cost;

Generation Rate
Formula 1
Determination of OGA

OGA = Other Generation Rate
Adjustments, refer to adjustments
deemed necessary by the Commission
such as those allowed after prior
verification and confirmation, the DU-
determined estimated over or under
recovery for the past month's actual
purchased power and generated cost
implemented rates and the GOUR, all
determined using the formula provided
in Article 4, Section 2 hereof.

The DU- determined estimated over or
under recovery (E-O{UGR) allowed to
be (E (DIU] _GR) included in the
current month's Generation Charge
(GC) shall be the difference between
the actual Generation Revenue
Collected in the previous month and
the actual cost of kWh Purchased and
Generated as billed the DU's power
supplier/s and its own generation,
when applicable, ail having the
prerequisite prior approval of the
Commission.

Discussion of eomment/s and/or
Questions for Clarification

CASURECO II recognizes that the new format of
the URR can now cure the one month lag in the
usage of sales data into the power rates being
imposed to consumers. Casureco II is favorable
to the changes in the OGA,OTCA,and OSLA.

Suggestions IProposed Changels)
to the Draft Revisions
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Section 2
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MERALCO

Subject Matter

Formula 1
Generation Rate Formula

Discussion of Comment/s and/or
Questions for Clarification

" .

1) On the farmula af estimated OIUR af
Generatian Rate ar E-OIUGR

The proposed amendment states that the
estimated over-under recovery (E-O{UGR) will
also be determined by the formula in Article 4,
Section 2, which is the GOUR for the
confirmation process. Since the said formula is
used in a different context, there might be a
confusion as to its application for E-G/UGR. It is,
thus, suggested that a specific formula for E-
O/UGR be illustrated in the proposed
amendment.

To avoid double take-up of the E-O/UGR, it
should be excluded from the EGRRcomputation.

Also, to be consistent with the proposed
amendments in Sections 3 and 4 of the
Resolution, we respectfully submit for the
proposed formula to specifically state that the
generation cost to be used in the O/UR
calculation is that of the same month as the
generation revenue.

2) On the phrase "aft having the prerequisite
prior approval of the Commission"

We respectfully seek clarification from the
Honorable Commission as to what this phrase
pertains to. Does it mean that the E-O/UGR

Suggestions I Proposed Change's)
to the Draft Revisions

In line with our comments discussed on the formula
of estimated O{UR of Generation Rate or E-Q{UGR,
we respectfully propose for the following revision in
the formula:

OGA = Other Generation Rate Adjustments, refer to
adjustments deemed necessary by the Commission
such as those allowed after prior verification and
confirmation, the DU-determined estimated over or
under recovery for the past month's actual
purchased power and generated cost and the GOUR.
all ~eterFRiRe~"'SiRgttle ferFR",Ia",rs"i~e~ iR '\FtiEle
4, SeEtisR ;;! tleresf.

The DU-determined estimated over or under
recovery (E-Q{UGR) allowed to be included in the
current month's Generation Charge (GC)shall be the
difference between the actual Generation Revenue
Collected in the previous month, excluding the
collection/refund pertaining to the DU-determined
estimated over/under recovery, and the actual cost
of kWh Purchased and Generated as billed during
the same month by the DU's power supplier/s and
its own generation, when applicable, all tlaviRg ttle
prereql:Jisite prier aFlFlrsvalsf the CeFRFRissisR.

The E-O{UGR shall also include adjustment/s from
earlier billing months made known or billed to the
DU in the immediately preceding billing period prior
to the current month.
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Section Party Questions for Clarification to the Draft Revisions
Number ..

require prior approval of the Commission before The monthly E-O/UGR computed by the DU shall be

it can be included in the consumer bills or it only confirmed in the filing of DU's Consolidated
pertains to the approval of the regular Application.
Consolidated Application?

Article 2 DlPC Generation Rate We seek clarification whether the adjustment is
Section 2 expressed in PhP/kWh as an addition to OGA in

the formula provided in Resolution 16 $. 2009
computation of Generation Rate.

The DU:-determined estimated over or The DU-determined over or under recovery allowed
under recovery (E.O/UGR, allowed to be to be included in the current month's Generation
f:E GlUck) .i_~~!~~,,:~__io ~~.~.c.~~~~':ltm~~~.~~~..<:h.ar~.e_.(G.C)..sIla II.I>~..tlle_.~iff~re_nc~__b~l>ve.e~.t.he...
Generation Charge (GC) .-::sllallul>euthe. actual Generation Revenue Billed and Collected in----------_._---_._----------_._--_ ... _------------- -----------_. __ . "

difference between the actual Generation the previous month and the actual cost of kWh
Revenue Collected in the previous month Purchased and Generated as billed the OU's power
and the actual cost of kWh Purchased and supplier/s.
Generated as billed the DU's power
supplierls and its own generation. when
applicable. all having the prerequisite prior
approval of the Commission.

Article 2 Cagayan Electric Formula 1 The basis of the over/under recovery The OU-determined estimated over or under
Section 2 Power and light OGA computation should be actual revenue billed and recovery (E-Q/UGR) allowed to be included in the

Company, Inc. not actual revenue collected. current month's Generation Charge (GC)shall be the
(CEPAlCO) Formula for the DU-determined difference between the actual Generation Revenue

estimated over or under recovery of Also, the actual revenue billed shall be re- ealle<ted billed, as re-computed excluding the E.
Generation Cost (E-Q/UGR) computed to exclude the effect of the E-O/U. O/UGR, in the previous month and the actual cost of

Otherwise, this will contribute to further kWh Purchased and Generated as billed the DU's
over/under recovery of pass-through costs. power supplier/s and its own generation, when

applicable, all having the prerequisite prior approval
of the Commission.

----_ ..._.. ".

.•.: • :t••.
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Section Party Questions for Clorification to the Draft Revisions
Number "

Article 2 DLPC Generation Rate 'ihe DU-determined estimated over or under We suggest that it should be the H•••difference
Section 2 recovery (E-O/UG,) allowed to be included in the between the actual Generation Revenue Billed in

current month's Generation Charge (GC)shall be the previous month and the actual cost of kWh
the difference between the actual Generation Purchased and Generated .. since the billed...
Revenue Collected in the previous month and revenue covers the cash collection and accounts
the actual cost of kWh Purchased and Generated receivable
as billed the DU's power supplierls and its own
generation, when applicable, all having the
prerequisite prior approval of the Commission"

Article 2 DLPC Transmission Rate We also seek clarification on the adjustment
Section 3 whether the adjustment Is expressed in

PhP/kWh and added to the OTCA?How about if
the transmission rate is mixed PhP/kW and
PhP/kWh? How will be the computation for the
adjustments?

Article 2 CEPALCO Formula 2.A, 2.B and 2.C (OTCA) The basis of the over/under recovery The DU-determined estimated over or under
Section 3 computation should be actual revenue billed and recovery {E-O/U", allowed to be included in the

Formula for the DU-determined not actual revenue collected. current month's Transmission Charge (Te) shall be
estimated over or under recovery of the difference between the actual Transmission
Transmission Cost (E-O/UTR) Also, the actual revenue billed shall be re-

Revenue Esl1eEteeibilled, as re-computed excludingcomputed to exclude the effect of the E-O/U.
Otherwise, this will contribute to further the e.o/uTRI in the previous month and the actual

over/under recovery of pass-through costs. Transmission Cost as billed by the Transmission
Provider during the same month.

Article 2 MERALCO Formula 2.A, 2.B and 2.C. The proposed amendment states that the In line with our comments discussed on the formula
Section 3 Transmission Rate Formula estimated over-under recovery (E-O/Un) will also of estimated O/UR ofTransmission Rate or E-O/UTR,

be determined by the formula in Article 4, we respectfully propose for the following revision in
Section 3, which is the TOUR for the the formula for customer classes with TR expressed
confirmation process. Similar to our comment in Peso/kWh.
earlier on the formula of E-O/UGIl,osince the OTCA. = Other Transmission Cost Adjustments,
formula for Transmission Rate O/UR is used in a

91Page
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Subject Matter Discussion of Comment/s and/or Suggestions IProposed Chongels}
Section Party Questions for Clarification to the Draft Revisions
Number .. .,

different context, there might be a confusion as refer to adjustments deemed necessary by the
to its application for E-O/U",. It is, thus, Commission such as those allowed after prior
suggested that a specific formula for E-O{UTR be verification and confirmation, the DU-determined
illustrated in the proposed amendment. estimated over or under recovery for the past

month's actual transmission cost and the TOUR aU
To avoid double take-up of the E-O/UTR, it eteteFFRiReet I3siRg t~e f.eFFRl:Ila l'lF9viEleEl iA AFtiele 1,
should be excluded from the ETRRcomputation.

SeEtisA ~ I::tereaf.

The DU-determined estimated over or under
recovery (E-O/UTR)allowed to be included in the
current month's Transmission Charge fTC) shall be
the difference between the actual Transmission
Revenue collected in the previous month, excluding
the collection/refund pertaining to the OU-
determined estimated over or under recovery, and
the actual Transmission cost as billed by the
transmission provider during the same month.

The E-O/U" shall also include adjustmentls from
earlier billing months made known or billed to the
DU in the immediatefy preceding billing period prior
to the current month.

The monthly E-OIUm computed by the OU shall be
confirmed in the filing of DU's Consolidated
Application.

In line with our comments discussed on the formula
of estimated O/UR of Transmission Rate or E-O/UTR,
we respectfully propose for the following revision in
the formula for customer classes with TR expressed

10 I P age
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Section Party Questions for Clarification to the Draft Revisions
Number . - .r' ,. .'

in Peso/kW.

OTCAN = Other Transmission Cost Adjustments,
refer to adjustments deemed necessary by the
Commission such as those allowed after prior

verification and confirmation, the DU-determined
estimated over or under recovery for the past
month's actual transmission cost and the TOUR all
etetermiRea l:JSiRgtile farml:lla pF9vieleei iA 'u:tiEle ~,
SeEtisA 3 l=Iereaf.

The DU-determined estimated over or under

recovery (E-Q/UTR) allowed to be included in the
current month's Transmission Charge (Te) shall be
the difference between the actual Transmission
Revenue collected in the previous month, excluding
the collection/refund pertaining to the OU.

determined estimated over or under recovery, and
the actual Transmission cost as billed by the
transmission provider during the same month.

The E-O/UTR shall also include adjustment/s from
earlier billing months made known or billed to the
OU in the immediately preceding billing period prior
to the current month.

The monthly E-OluTR computed by the DU shall be

confirmed in the filing of outs Consolidated
Application,

lllPage
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Suggestions IProposed Chongels}

to the Draft Revisions

In line with our comments discussed on the formula
of estimated O{UR oITransmission Rate or E-O{UTR,
we respectfully propose for the following revision in
the formula for customer classes with TR expressed
in both Peso{kWh and Peso{kW.

OlCAN = Other Transmission Cost Adjustments,
refer to adjustments deemed necessary by the
Commission such as those allowed after prior
verification and confirmation, the DU.determined
estimated over or under recovery for the past
month's actual transmission cost and the TOUR aU
eietermiAeel l::fSiAg tl=le ferm",la prB\'ieleel iR ,A,Fl:iele 4,
SeetisA 3 he reef.

The OU-detprmined estimated OVN or "pder

recovery (E-O{UTR) allowed to be included in the
current month's Transmission Charge (TC) shall l?e
the difference between the actual Transmission
Revenue collected in the previous month, excluding
the collection/refund pertaining to the DU~
determined estimated over or under recovery, and
the actual Transmission cost as billed by the
transmission provider during the same month.

The E-O{UTR shall also include adjustmentls from
earlier billing months made known or billed to the
OU in the immediately preceding billing period prior
to the current month.

The monthly E-OIUTR computed by the DU shall be

12 I P age
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section Party Questions for Clarification to the Draft Revisions
Number .-. ..

confirmed in the filing of DU's Consolidated
Application.

Article 2 CASURECOII Systems loss: Using a timeframe of 12-months as basis for the It would be better served if the basis for the same
Section 4 Gross Up Factor gross-up factor is not reflective of the real will be lowered to a six-month period as it is nearer

systems loss of the DU and is there is an actual and actually reflective of the technical operational
The %SLis based on improvement in that performance indicator. standards of the Distribution Utility.

a) The Actual Systems Lossfor the
recent 12-rnonth period of the
Systems loss Cap whichever is
lower; plus

b) The Actual Company Use for
the most recent 12-month
period or 1% whichever is
lower.

The Actual % Systems loss, on the
other hand, is based on:

a) The Actual Systems loss for the
recent 12-month period; plus

The Actual Company Use for the most
recent 12-month period.

Article 2 MERALCO Formula 3 1) The discussion of the OU-determined In line with our comments discussed on the formula
Section 4 System loss Rate Formula estimated over or under recovery (E-O/USLR) of estimated O/UR of System LossRate or E-O/USLR,

inadvertently referred to the transmission charge we respectfully propose for the following revision in
instead of the system losscharge. the formula:

2) The proposed amendment states that the OSLA = Other System LossCost Adjustments, refer
estimated over-under recovery (E-O/USLR) will to adjustments deemed necessary by the
also be determined by the formula in Article 4, Commission such as those allowed after prior
Section 4, which is the SLOUR for the verification and confirmation, the OU-determined
confirmation process. Since the said formula is estimated over or under recovery for the past
used in a different context, there might be a month's actual recoverable system loss cost and the

\
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section Porty Questions for Clarification to the Draft Revisions
Number -

confusion as to its application for E-OjUSlR. It is SlOUR. all aetermiReell;fsiRg t~e fSFml:::lla ~F9'/ieleei iR
suggested that a specific formula for E-O/USLR AFtiele ~, SeetisA 3 l:Iereaf
be illustrated in the proposed amendment. The DU-determined estimated over or under

To avoid double take-up of the E-O/USLR, it recovery (E-O/USLR) allowed to be included in the

should be excluded from the EASLR computation. current month's System Loss Charge {SlRl shall be
the difference between the actual System loss
Revenue collected in the previous month, excluding
the collection/refund pertaining to the DU.

determined estimated over or under recovery, and

the allowable System Loss Cost incurred during the
same month.

The E-O/USLR shall also include adjustment/s from
earlier billing months made known or billed to the
DU in the immediately preceding billing period prior
to the current month.

The monthly E-OIUSLR comouted by the DU shall
be confirmed in the filing of DU's Consolidated
Application.

Agusan del Norte Sir i think section 4 of art 2 of annex A should be
Electric system lossnot transmission
Cooperative, Inc.
(ANECO)

14 I P age
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Discussion of Comment/s and/or Suggestions I Proposed Chongels}
Section Party Questions for Clarification to the Draft Revisions
Number . . .

ANECO 2nd the "where" in article 2 annex A should
individually discuss the meaning of each component
or variable In the formula to
avoid misinterpretation2nd the "where" in article 2
annex A should individually discuss the meaning of
each component or variable in the formula to
avoid misinterpretation

Article 2 DLPC System loss Rate How will we compute for the System Loss We suggest to recompute the system loss rate using
Section 4 adjustment if we already have the Generation the should be generation and transmission rate after

and Transmission rate adjustment? effecting the adjustments then compare it with the
previous system loss rate billed to the customers.

Article 2 CEPALCO Formula 3 (OSLA) The basis of the over/under recovery The DU.determined estimated over or under
Section 4 computation should be actual revenue billed and recovery (E-O/UsLRIallowed to be included in the

Formula for the DU-determined not actual revenue collected. current month's System Loss Charge (SLC) shall be
estimated over or under recovery of the difference between the actual System Loss
System Loss Cost (E'()/USLR) Also, the actual revenue billed shall be re-

computed to exclude the effect of the E-O/U.
Revenue billed EalleeteEt, as re-computed excluding

Otherwise, this will contribute to further the E-O/UslAo in the previous month and the actual

over/under recovery of pass-through costs. cost of System Lossduring the same month.

Mr. Uriel G. Borja We will have particular interest in I will say WOW!! to this. How can the consumer
Section 4. Systems loss Rate. ERC has fathom all these. It was very clearly stated by
terms like: Commissioner Aina Asirit that if a consumer

DOES NOT UNDERSTAND simply means that their
OSLA = Other Systems loss Cost is TRANSPARENCY. Transparency isno a
Adjustments, refer to adjustments requirement of RA 9136 or the EPIRA LAW. This
deemed necessary by the section that ERC now wants to amend which still

Commission such as those allowed after is not yet understood by the CONSUMERS. Now

the verification and confirmation, the ERe WANTS TO AMEND.

DU- determined
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Mr. Uriel G. Borja

Subject Matter

estimated over or under recovery for

the past month's actual recoverable
systems loss cost and the SLOUR all
determined using the formula provided
in Article 4 , Section 3 hereof.

The DU- determined ESTIMATEDover
or under recovery ( E - O/U SLR )
allowed to be included in the current

month's Transmission Charge ( Te )
shall be the difference between the

actual Transmission Revenue Collected

in the previous month and -the actual

Transmission Cost as billed by the
transmission provider during the same
month.

The E - Df U SLR shall also Include
adjustment/s from earlier billing
months made known or billed to the

DU in the immediately preceding billing
period prior to the current month.

System loss

Discussion 0/Comment/s and/or
Questions for Clarification.

I have still an unresolved Systems loss case

pending with ERe. This was the result of a case

of over - recovery in generation cost because

unregistered sales of power from NPC/TRANSCO
because of the use of the wrong multiplier. The

determination of systems loss in the RORB

Suggestions IProposed Changels}
to the Draft Revisions

161Page
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. ..
REGIME was very much simpler and easy to

manipulate. This easy manipulation of systems
loss is one of the reasons why NPC went
bankrupt. I have documents to prove this. In

the present system since it is estimated and
determined by the DU then this is dangerous and

can also be manipulated. The only difference is,
while in the RORB it was NPC that suffered the

loss now in the PBR it is the consumer that
suffers.

I will submit my position papers and documents
to prove manipulation of systems loss was the
rule and not the exception but the rule in the
RORB and that it could happen In the PBR.

This together with earlier Comments by email
will form part of my participation in the instant
Discussions and Comments in the proposed
Amendments. Will submit supporting

documents .

Article 3 APEC Will the DU have to wait for ERC'sconfirmation
of the rates before the DU can issue its-bills?

Article 3 Visayan Electric Reportorial Requirements We seek clarification if, prior to the

Section 1 Company, Inc. implementation of new rates, we have to submit
(VECO) calculations to the ERC,four days before.

If this is so, then our implementation of new
rates will be delayed further. Our suppliers
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submit their billings as late as the 9th day of the
following month. Our new rates have to be
implemented on the 10th day following our
billing cycle. so the 4-day prior submission
cannot be complied with.

We also would like to clarify if. prior to
implementation of rates, the ERe has to verify
for the accuracy and correctness. If this is so,
then the application of updated rates is delayed
further.

Submission of Details of Calculations Prior to
Issuance of Monthly Bills, At least four (4)
working days prior to the issuance of the DU's
current month's bills to its consumers, the DU
shall provide the ERe through the Investigation
and Enforcement Division, with its calculations of
the different pass-through charges, by email
using the ERCprescribed format. Submission of
Details of Calculations Prior to Issuance of
Monthly Bills, At least four (4) working days
prior to the issuance of the DU's current month's
bills to its consumers, the DU shall provide the
ERCthrough the Investigation and Enforcement
Division, with its calculations of the different
pass-through charges, by email using the ERe
prescribed format.

Will the Commission publish a confirmation of
the previous month's OGA, OTCA and OSLAfor

Suggestions I Proposed Changels)
to the Draft Revisions

The cooperative also proposes that submission of
the ERCtemplate be done four (4) working days
after the first billing day of the billing period. This is
to cover for other adjustments which usually are
billed to OUs before the commencement of the
billing period.
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comparison for the OGA, OTCA and OSLA
adjustments that will be included in the current
month's rates?

If so, what is the process? Is there still a process

for such? Is a distribution utility still required to

file the said adjustments or are they automatic in

nature?

Article 3 CASURECOII Reportorial Requirements There must also be a timeline for the submission of

Submission of sample Bills Sample Bills, Monthly Financial Statistical Reports
(MFSR),Consumer's PP,ORsand Invoices.

Article 3 MERALCO Submission of Reportorial Given the timing of receipt of preliminary bills Proposed Revision:

Section 1 Requirements from power suppliers (Meraico receives Calculation of generation charge including
preliminary bills from power suppliers one week adjustments arising from the generation over/under
after the 26th of the supply month or until the recoveries of the prior month (or total current
4th of the succeeding month). plus the need for generation rate) should be submitted to the ERe
reasonable time for the OU to review the only if the total current generation rate will increase
preliminary bills and the calculation of by PhPO.7Sper kwh from the previous month's total
over/under recoveries, submission of generation rate.
calculations required at least four working days

prior to the issuance of the OU's current month's

bills to its consumers is not feasible. Meralco

issues its current month's bills to customers

beginning on the 4th day of the month. Any
delay in billing will impact to the cash flow of the
company.

Article 3 MERALCO Submission of Reportorial Under this provision, DUs are required to provide Proposed Revision:

the ERe's Investigation and Enforcement Division
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Section 1 Requirements their pass-through charges calculations, at least In the event that the total current generation rate
four (4) working days prior to the issuance of the will increase by at least PhPO.75per kWh from the
OU's current month's bills. It must be noted, previous month's total generation rate, At--Ieast
however, that in the case of MERAlCO, f9l::1F 14) "'srltiAg ~a!;5 f3riaF te tl:le iSSl::IaAEe af the
customers under the first bill group are usually QY's El:iFFeRt Ff\SRt\;;t'S l:JiIIste its ESASl::ImeFS, the DU
billed around 4th day of each month. Hence, if shall provide the ERe through the Investigation and
the proposed provision be implemented, this will Enforcement Division, with its calculations of the
mean that MERAlCO should have completed all different pass-through charges, by email using the
its rate calculations by the end of the previous ERC prescribed format, prior to the issuance of the
month for it to be able to send to ERC its pass- DU'scurrent month's bills to its consumers.
through charges calculations. Thus, should this
be the case, MERAlCO may not be able to meet The ERC, when necessary, shall refer this matter to

and comply with the proposed provision as the an ERCaccredited External Regulatory Auditor (ERA)

data needed for calculating pass-through charges to verify the accuracy and correctness of the DU's

only become available by 4th day of the month. computation.

In conclusion, we propose to retain the automatic
nature of the pass- through charges even with the
proposed inclusion of the estimated over or under
recoveries in the monthly calculations. Submission
will only be required for significant generation rate
increases as we proposed.

Article 3, MERAlCO 1st paragraph Based on the ERC proposed provision in Section It is respectfully suggested that the proposed
Section 1 1, Article 3, the detailed calculation should be provision state a specific email address to avoid

submitted in accordance with a prescribed confusion and potential issues in the submission of
format and through email. However, it does not the calculation of the pass-through charges, in case
provide a specific email address where DUscan of significant rate spikes.
submit the required information. Not providing
such may result in confusion and pose problems
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in monitoring the submission of DUs, which may

be a ground in the imposition of fines and
penalties. We respectfully submit that a specific
email address be provided. likewise, to deal with

the possibility of the specific email address being
revised in the future, it can be further clarified
that it will remain unless updated by the
Commission and after DUs have been officially
informed of such.

On the other hand, with regard to the ERC-
prescribed format in submitting the DU's pass-
through charges calculations, we note that the
proposed Rules Amendments did not provide or

include said prescribed format. As such, it is
respectfully proposed that said format be also
subject to the review of all concerned entities
before the draft rule is promulgated. ased on the
ERe proposed provision in Section 1, Article 3,
the detailed calculation should be submitted in
accordance with a prescribed format and
through email. However, it does not provide a
specific email address where DUs can submit the
required information. Not providing such may
result in confusion and pose problems in
monitoring the submission of DUs, which may be
a ground in the imposition of fines and penalties.
We respectfully submit that a specific email
address be provided. likewise, to deal with the

Suggestions I Proposed Chongels)
to the Draft Revisions
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possibility of the specific email address being
revised in the future, it can be further clarified
that it will remain unless updated by the
Commission and after DUs have been officially
informed of such.

2. Timeline within which the ERAis to make its
recommendations to the ERC;and

3. The steps that are to be undertaken by
concerned parties in the event that the ERA
disapproves calculations submitted by the
DU (e.g. for adjustment in the DU's filing of
consolidated application).

1. Criteria when ERCwill refer the matter to
the accredited ERAand if reference to ERAis
limited to the estimated OURonly;

We also suggest that the ERA need not be the

We respectfully recommend that the following be
considered in the afore-quoted provision:"Section 1. Submission of Details of

calculations Prior to Issuance of Monthly Bills.
xxx

The ERC, when necessary, shall refer this
matter to an ERC accredited External
Regulatory Auditor (ERA) to verify the
accuracy and correctness of the DU's
computation."

The 2nd paragraph of Article 3, Section 1 as
afore-quoted, provides that the ERCmay opt to
refer the DU's submitted calculations to an ERA
for checking. As such, we respectfully submit
that a set of criteria be stated under this Section

On the other hand, with regard to the ERe- We respectfully recommend that DUs be given an
prescribed format in submitting the DU's pass- opportunity to comment on the ERe-prescribed
through charges calculations, we note that the format that will be used by DUs in submitting their
proposed Rules Amendments did not provide or pass-through charges calculations via email.
include said prescribed format. As such, it is
respectfully proposed that said format be also
subject to the review of all concerned entities
before the draft rule is promulgated.

Article 3, Section 1 further provides:2nd paragraphMERALCOArticle 3,
Section 1
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Article 3
Section 1

MERALCO Submission of Reportorial
Requirements

as to when ERe will refer the matter to an ERC- current external audit firm that audits the DUs'
accredited ERA, for consistency and financial statements.
transparency.

Further, the above provision does not provide
any specific timeline and succeeding steps to be
undertaken by concerned parties if such event
will happen. It is respectfully proposed that, for
due process, DUs should be given the chance to
submit its explanations and comments on the
findings of the ERe-accredited ERA.

Lastly, we would like to seek clarification from
the Honorable Commission as to the intent of
the above-quoted provision. It must be
considered that such new requirement may have
some negative implications, e.g., how these
O/UR will be passed on to consumers given an
ERA finding, wiil this cause a delay the DU's
implementation of rate calculation, will the au
wait for their verification before it can bill its
customers.

In the portion "The ERe,when necessary, shall We also suggest that the ERA need not be the
refer this matter to an ERCaccredited External current external audit firm of the au's financial
Regulatory Auditor (ERA)to verify the accuracy statements.
and correctness of the au's computation,", we
would like to clarify on what conditions will
warrant ERCto refer the matters to ERA?
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The requirement to submit the calculation prior
to the issuanceof power bill will effectively mean
that there is no more automatic adjustment of
pass-through charges. May we clarify with the
Honorable Commission if this is the intention?

Suggestions IProposed Change(s)
to the Draft Revisions

If it is not the intention to do away with the
automatic adjustment of pass-through charges, we
suggest that the submission of the detailed
calculalion will only be limited to the E-o/U
computation.

.. "

Article 3
Section 1

Angeles Electric
Company (AEC),
lariat Electric Inc.,
& Clark Electric
Distribution
Corporalion (CEOC)

Further, given the limited time between the For the submission of the computation of the
submission of. the detailed calculation and the monthly Pass-through Charges (GR,TR and SLR),we
DU's billing to customers, we suggest for the suggest that this shall still follow the existing
setting of a timetable, which is within 2 days procedure as prescribed in the URR.The verification
from receipt of DU's submission, within which of the accuracy of the computation shall be done
the ERe shall provide feedback on the DU's during the confirmation process.
submission. If no feedback is received after the
lapse of the 2-day period, then the DU shall
proceed with the biliing of the E-O/U as
computed. The requirement to submit the
calculation prior to the issuance of power bill will
effectively mean that there is no more automatic
adjustment of pass-through charges. May we
clarify with the Honorable Commission if this is
the intention?

We suggest that the four day period prior to
implementation be lessened to one day prior for a
more accurate computation because we can still get
adjustments during this four day period. We suggest
that the four day period prior to implementation be
lessened to one day prior for a more accurate
computation because we can still get adjustments
during this four day period.
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AEC, TEl & CEOC We also would like to be clarified if the ERC

prescribed format is the URR template.

AEC, TEl & CEDC We suggest that the ERA should on IV be asked to

help during the true up and confirmation process
because we are only using estimates during the
monthly submissions, therefore, the amount is not

really accurate .
.
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